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Regulation of speech:
Campus race relations go
under discussion in Assembly
gender-neutral terms in their
papers.
Thursday's discussion is the
The propriety of the college's first instance in which the racial
"speech codes"- expressed in and sexual harassment policies
the Racial Harassment policy have been separated; in the past,
found in the uC"- Book - has . the two policies, both contain-
surfaced as a matter of debate ingspeechregulation,havebeen
before SGA Assembly once treated as one. Only the Racial
again. . Harassment Policy was under
The issue is not a new one; examination by the Assembly
Conn has seen discussions on members who sponsored infor-
the effects of its racial and sexual mal discussion.
harassment policies several According to Catherine
times since their enactment in WoodBrooksl dean of student
1989.Opinions typically run the life, it is customary for the school
gamut from staunch support of to review policies about every
prohibiting speech that could five years. The Assembly held
lead members of some groups an informal discussion on the
to feelfear or anxiety, to opposi- speech codes rn:o years ago; no
tiononthegroundsthatthepoli- action was taken to reccomend
ciestoobroadlyprohibitspeech, revision of the policies.
causing a "chilling effect" in The discussion sponsors,
which people may fear disciplin- (Daniel Horwood, house sena-
aryactioninresponsetoracially tor of Hamilton, Maya Perry,
or sexually-based comments that house senator of Freeman and
may actually be permissable. Damon Krieger, house senator
Threeyearsago,seniorChivas of KB), explained their reason-
Clem's art show titled "Reser- . ing for wishing to revisit the On Sunday night, the Consti-
vation 1993" drew fire from policy. They said their purpose tutio~ Committee passed .the
many advocates of the codes inbringingaboutthediscussion constitution ofthe Conn ReVlew.
prohibiting hate speech. "Res- was both to make the campus -. The matter will now go to the
ervation 1993," intended to be community aware of the restric- SGAAssemblyforafullvoteon
an exploration of cultural preju- tions imposed on their freedom Thursday.
dices, consisted of a room in of speech and to begin a dia- Last Wednesday night, the
which slurs aimed at race, sexu- logue to consider the possibility members ofthe Conn Review sent
ality, and gender were hung on of modifying the harassment out evaluations for approxi-
walls. Stu.dents were given the policy so that it "more closely mately 434 courses involving
opporturuty to post the" own coincides with the philosophy 6,300 students '.They completed
responses. Clemargued that stu- of an academic environment. " the process ill Just under three
dents who visited the exhibit be Horwood began by citing the hours.
exempted from "C" -Book man- problems, as the three see them, This step in the publication
dated.' repercussions for using with the existent Racial Harass- process comes amid discussion
hatespeech,spurringacampus- ment policy. "It inhibits people of the idea in the campus aca-
WIde debate in which even from expressing their views for demic arena.
formerDeanoftheCollegeRob- fear that it will be viewed as At their last meeting. the Board
ert Hampton, an opponent of harassment," he . said. of Advisory Chairs decided not
the on-campus display of "Res- Horwood's position was that the to participate in the publication
ervation," and the College Presi- verbiage of the Racial' Harass- of the Conn Review. According
dent disagreed. ment policy, which includes a toKristinPage,chairofacademic
The following year, Marie listing of the types of speech affairs and chair of the board,
Martin, visitingprofessorofpsy- disallowed under the Honor the group agreed that this was
chology, precipitated further Code, prohibitssuchbroadclas- not something that is needed at
speech-related controversy by sificationsof speech that it could Conn.
insisting that her students use be construed by a reader to per- Page said that the majority of
gender-neutral language in the lain to speech that is actually the board felt that the new pub-
classroom, and in instituting a acceptable. lication w;ould not promote a
policy in which students' grades' supportive academic atmo-
were penalized unless they used See Speech Code, p. 3. sphere. She added that the Board
BYMICHELLE RONAYNE
Editor in Chief
von oppola: lognrp
Cathy Propper '98, Ryan Shaw '98 and Lou Carter '96 go over their list of academic departments as the
Conn Review prepares for its distruibution during second semester.
Debate and discussion:
Constitution Committee gives Conn Review
the OK as the discussion intensifies
posal prior to the meeting. But
she said that she would be will-
ing to see the issue come up
again.
Josh Adler, chair of the Eco-
nomics Advisory Board, ex-
pressed concern that the Conn
Review would ca use professors
to place more emphasis on
evaluation than teaching.
"I think it's putting an awful
lot of pressure on junior faculty
members," commented Adler.
He explained that he has learned
from some department chairs
that evaluations are often biased
by the kind of grades that a pro-
fessor gives.
"A professor whose evalua-
tions are good are usually giv-
ing higher grades," said Adler.
Lou Carter, president and
founder of the Conn Review, dis-
agrees. He said that the evalua-
tions were written with grade
inflation in mind.
Carter explained that the
group studied the work of edu-
cators whose job it is to create
evaluations.
"The questions are objectively
based in such a way that stu-
dents' grades are an integral
See Conn Review, p. 3.
of Advisory Chairs is currently
putting together an expanded
-course handbook including syl-
labi from individual professors.
Heather Fish, co-chair of the
Government Advisory Board,
was not present for last week's
meeting.
Fish disagrees with the deci-
sion of the Board.
"We [the Government Advi-
sory Board 1are 100% behind the
Conn Review," said Fish. "I don't
see why they [the Board of Ad-
visory Chairs J wouldn't be be-
hind it when a majority of the
campus supports it." Fish was
referring to the petition circu-
lated by members of the Conn
Review; which gathered 890 sig-
natures.
Fish added that she thought
the issue should come before
the Board of Advisory Chairs
again for reconsideration.
Fish expressed concern that
crucial members of the Board
were absent when the decison
not to participate was made.
But Page said that approxi-
mately 35 of 40 members were
present at the meeting. She
added that each chair was sent a
copy of the publication's pro-
ay JENNY BARRON
Executive Producer
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Speech Codes
Continued from page 1.
Horwood went on to give an
example of a potential problem
with the "too vague" policy. He
suggested that a student report-
ing on Huckleberry Finn might
not feel comfortable in citing any
slurs from that novel for fear
that he or she would face inves-
tigation by the Dean's Grievance
Committee for violating the pro-
hibitionagainstracialslurs. ''The
suppression of ideas runs
counter to the idea of an aca-
demic environment," said
Horwood.
There is, as WoodBrooks
pointed out, a clause in the Stu-
dent Bill of Rights that allows
for freedom of expression in the
classroom.
This would prevent any ac-
tion from being taken against a
student for the intellectual ex-
pression of potentially offensive
views in class.
The sponsors maintained that
the wording of the Racial Ha-
rassment policy must be made
more clear, if only to more accu-
rately reflect its actual enforce-
ment.
"The purpose of an academic
environment is to be exposed. to
different views. While it is not
easy to hear racial remarks, they
still exist. If we were at a state
school this would not be consti-
tutional," said Perry. "This is
placing an undue burden on free
speech."
Krieger explained the steps
that he, Horwood, and Perry
have taken in examining this
policy.
They have met with Dean
WoodBrooks, who has linked
them toJimMaguire,thecollege
lawyer and Arthur Ferrari,dean
of the college. Ultimately, the
decisions about college harass-
ment policy are left to Maguire
and Ferrari,
"What we really hope to do is
change the language of the
policy so it fits the times," said
Krieger.
The three senators met with
MinorityStudentSteeringCom-
mittee prior to the SGA meeting
and discussed it for an hour at
that meeting.
They emphasized that while
they are examining the policy
they do not have all the answers
and encouraged the members of
Assembly to discuss the idea.
Luma Al-Shibib, chair of
MSSC, said Unity has discussed
potential problems with the
policy, and the possibility of its
revision.
She said that, since meeting
with the three senators on Tues-
day, the level of discourse among
Conn Review
Continuedjrom page 1.
variable in the qualitative analy-
sis of the course," Carter ex-
plained in constitution of the the
Conn Review. The group has not
yet had their constitution ap-
proved by the SGA Assembly.
But Adler said this would just
be one more thing to make fac-
ulty members concentrate on
evaluations.
"The course handbook [being'
compiled by the Board of Advi-
sory Chairs] and a concerted ef-
fort by faculty to require stu-
dent attendance and work get-
Unity groups "has sunk in past
the emotional level."
AJ-Shibib responded toa ques-
tion from Horwood about the
potential for a comment made
in the classroom to be miscon-
strued as racist or deliberately
harmful.
She expressed her dismay at
the idea that a minority student
would take offense a t something
that had been said in the context
of the classroom.
"Iwould think that everyone
has a good deal of judgernent.,
it is okay to express different
viewpoints but not to stereo-
type," said AJ-Shibib.
Students with complaints of
racial harassment may use the
Procedure for Complaints of
Discrimination or Harassment,
which could involve informal
and confidential advising by a
faculty member or administra-
tor, or a review of the complaint
by the- Dean's Grievance Com-
mittee, which could lead to dis-
ciplinary action against a guilty
student. "This policy has never
been misused ... these matters are
thoroughly investigated," said
AI-Shibib,
According to the administra-
tion, there has been only one
complaint of racial harassment
handled by the Dean's Griev-
ting in on time will do more for
academic life that the Conn Re-
view will do," said Adler.
Fish disagreed.
"I don't thinkIt's going to
come down to professor-bash-
ing at all," she said, .
While the Conn Review evalu-
ations have already gone out,
the idea has not yet been offi-
cially presented to the Faculty
~ring and Conference Com-
mittee (FSCC).
Carter is sched uled to give the
presentation to the committee
FILM
SERIES
"ONE BLOCK PARN
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS!"
-Jcv Carr. BOSTON GLOBE
on Tuesday.
In the meantime, Phil Barnes,
chair-elect of FSCC, said the
committee put out a message to
all faculty to make sure they,
understood the difference be-
tween the Conn Review evalua-
tions and the mandated evalua-
tions, since both are coming out
at the same time. Barnes said he
wanted to make sure that the
junIor faculty understood that
participation in the Conn Review
is optional. "They [the
untenured faculty] areveryvul-
nerable," Barnes explained, He
said that he is anxious for FSCC
to examine how the new publi-
cation will affect both the stu-
---"",, dents and faculty.
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ance Committee since the policy
was enacted.
Al-Shibib reminded the audi-
ence and Assembly members
that the college lawyer has ap-
proved the Racial Harassment
policy, and that, since the col-
lege is a private institution, it
may regulate speech and behav-
ior without infringing on the
First Amendment.
However, when Perry sug-
gested that this policy might ere-
ate a "chilling effect," the dis-
cussion turned from the seman-
tics of the policy itself, to the
issue of the atmosphere on cam-
pus, which many acknowledged
seems to be discourage the mix-
ing of races.
AI-Shibib indicated that the
reason for the "chilling effect"
goes much deeper than this
policy, "Just changing a couple
of words doesn't change the
'chilling effect.' We need to first
emphasize education," said AI-
Shibib,
Senior Reggie Wyns also ex-
pressed the belief that the dis-
comfort in communication and
interaction between racial
groups on campus stems from a
deep psychological source, He
said that altering the policy will
not reduce the chill in
communciations, and will ,not
improve interracial relations,
"Regardless of this policy," he
went on, "Racial harassment
happensandhashappenedsince
my freshmen year."
Wyns referred back to the in-
cidence of racist grafitti two
years ago and said we just
haven't been able to pinpoint
those responsible, He also men-
tioned the recent editorial sub-
mitted to The College Voice, that
referred to the Million Man
March as "a 400,000 fool folly"
as personally offensive. "Thecli-
mate of the college shows that
we do not need to change the
policy," said Wyns. He added
that he was surprised that there
was discussion of modifying the
policy at Conn, since it isa "P,c.
institution."
Judy Kirmmse, the college's
affirmative action officer, spoke
later on what she termed the
campus' "climate of fear." say-
ing she believed that altering
the policy would have negative
effects, and adding that she be-
lieved the students' true moti-
vation in revisiting' the policy
was to address problems with
the campus atmosphere, rather
than the Racial Harassment
policy, or its repercussions.
.:.'
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Freedom of Speech on the internet: .
A forged memo crops up on internet after Cornell's
-decision to find the four students not guilty
"I believe it is important to re-
spect the boundary between
public and private when deal-
ingwith first amendment issues.
The controversy at Cornell The bottom line for me is that if,
that began with the list of 75 as these boys claim, they did not
reasons why women should not post this message publicly, but
have the right to freedom of only sent it to twenty of their
speech continues as a forged friends, none of whom are will-
email issentto the Cornell com- ing to step forward and press
munity. The false email was sexual harassment charges, ,
billedasconfidentialmemofrom believe that their actions, no
the Judicial Administrator and matter how immature and of-
sent to many members of the fensive are covered under the
campus community over terms of the constitution, II said
Thanksgiving. Goldstein.
This forged memo referred Goldstein believed that ifthey
negatively to the four men who were found guilty of sexual ha-
created the list. In recent weeks rassment and/ or misuse of the
there has been a tremendous internet without having sent it
amount of controversy sur- to the person who made the
rounding the list itself, the reac- charge it would seta truly fright-
tion of Cornell and its final deci- ening precedent.
sion as well as the most recent "Just imagine, anything you
the memo hoax. say to someone privately dur-
The controversy slows inginternetconversationscould
down, Cornell reacts: be brought back against you
The list angered many across should some-
- the nation, as it surfaced on the one post your
internet here and inCanada. The response to
University opted to investigate some one who
the matter and respond to the posts it to
charges filed against the four someone else
men who authored the list. who finds it
Once the list of 75 reasons hit offensive and
the national press Cornell had can convince a
to make an official response. judgeandjury
David Lambert. the.unlversity's .that it's ob-
vice president for information "soeee. And I
tedmoJogy said that this inci- assure you
dent was not the first time that such a legal
offensive material had appeared pre c e den t
on the Cornell network but would not be
added thatthiswas the first time used prima-
that there had been such a wide- rily against
spread response to an offensive guys like this
email. but against
Many colleges and universi- marganalized
ties including our own have groups ;nd
speech codes that prohibit racist people on the
or sexist language and some political left,"
have applied these codes to the s aid
internet. Cornell has no such Goldstein.
cod~. II they had intended to post
Prior to reviewing the case this publicly then Goldstein
_ Kra use said these charges might would have been in favor of the
be hard to apply to these stu- administration at Cornell push-
dents as none of the original 20 ing this to the fullest extent of
_ recepients had made the claim the law. "In that case their inten-
against them. Cornell brings tion would clearly have been to
charges against students only if intimidate and offend as many
his/her speech constitutes ha- women on Cornell's campus as
rassment against a specific indi- possible, to make them feel un-
vidual who believes the mes- safe in their own homes, their
sage was aimed at him or her. ownworkingenvironmentsand
Conn's reaction: their own bodies," said
Members of the administra-, Goldstein.
tion and faculty at Conn were Wayne Swanson, professor of
not surprised that these charges government agreed with much
had been made. "I'm not really of what Goldstein had to say. '"
surprised given the incredible think that what the Cornell stu-
amount of attention this inci- dents did was immature and
dent has received on the Cornell inappropriate but Iam not sure
campus, on the internet and in that censorship is the answer. I
the national press ... they're un- would agree with Professor
der a lot of pressure from a lot of Goldstein that if one of theorigi-
people to do something very naI twenty recipients brought a
decisive and public," said Nancy case the-a uthorities would be in
Goldstein,visitingassistantpr<>- a stronger position to take ac-
fessor of gender and women's tion, but even in this situation I
studies. am not sure a legal case for ha-
The four men responsible did rassment could be made," said
not send it to the person who Swanson.
filed thecomplaintagainstthem. He added that he would need
BYMICHELLE RONAYNE
&litar in ChiLI
more information to know if the
case could be made but said ha-
rassment is clearest when' it is
done on a one-on-one direct per-
sonal basis. "Anything less than
that becomes much more diffi-
cult and complex," said
Swanson.
"In the long run the problem
is not so much a desire to protect
the kind of speech that the
Comeil students exercised, but
to guard against the possibility
that laws or codes are devised to
cope with this kind of behavior
don't inadvertentiy encompass
speech that is protected," added
Swanson. "There is certainly
potential for a major chilling ef-
fect with all the kind of legisla-
tion, -
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean
of student life, did not support
any disciplinary action against
these men as she did not know'
ail the facts of the case but did
say she was not surprised that
Cornell had decided to examine
these charges.
WoodBrooks stated that elec-
tronic mail is so new that the
boundaries and guidelines are
still a gray area. "Obviously the
actions of these four young men
had a profoundiy negative im-
pact on the campus community
and others as well," said
WoodBrooks. "On the surface, I
do think that the grounds for
misuse of the internet appear to
be more valid than the harass-
ment one."
WoodBrooks added that past
history and intent can play an
Important role in cases such as
these. She also stated thatacam-
pus adjudication process and a
state or federal court do not al-
ways reach the same conclu-
sions. A student may be found
guilty of a sexual assault on an-
other by a university and may
suspend the student but they
may be found not guilty by the
courts. "Those are two separate
processes hearing the same case.
People may read that example
of a college taking the stand of
being above the law. , see it as
more as imposing higher stan- tainly surprised to even think
dards of behavior and account- that an adrninistranvs wOuid
ability and a private institution send such a memo.
reserves that right," said This forged memo came in the
WoodBrooks. wake of Doth the decision to
The Decision: press. charges against the fOur
Prior to the surfacing of tl:!.e individ uals responsible with
forged memo, Krause had de- sexual harassment and misuse
cided that there was not suffi- of computer resources and the
cient reasoning to find the four final decision of the Judiciai
men guilty of sexual harassment Administrator.'
or misuse of computer resources. Lambert, the university's vice
Krause's decision was based president for information tech-
on sevebal factors. As these stu- nology. issued a statement say-
dents sentthe listto only a hand- ing that on ThanksgiVing Day
ful of friends whom they be- an email was sent from the ac-
lieved would nottake offense at count of Barbara Krause as a
their "humor" and not to any supposed "confidentialmemo."
specific individual they did not The copy ofthis forged memo,
create a hostile environment. The received by The College Voice,
fact that others continued to dis- referred to the guilty men as the
tribute a list with the names of "four little pigs" and offers that
the four authors on it does not, they should congratulate them-
accordingtoKrause,makethem selves "on a strategy that was
guilty of creating a hostile envi- not only successful in defusing
ronment.Krausealsostatedthat the scandal, but has actuaily
distributed n another manner enhanced the reputation of the
this speech university as a sanctuary for
might have con- those who believe" free speech"
stituted harass- is a relative term that must be
ment. understood to imply acceptable
Though the limitsofdecencyandrestrain-
.students were withquickpunishment"forthose
notfoundguilty who go beyond these limits and
of a violation of disseminate unacceptable sex-
the campus code istslurs ... the perpetrators ofthis
of cond uct, disgusting screed have been suit-
~ Krause stated - ably -humiliated- and, silenced
theywere taking without any outward indication
responsibili ty that they were in fact disciplined
for their actions. by us."
In addition to The memo was not sent from
a letter of apol- theCorneilserverbutrathersent
ogythat the four from another server
men sent to the phantom.com. The university
Cornell Daily maintains thatthis memo was a
Sun, they have hoax and in no way reflects the
agreed to do the opinions of the administration
following: at- or of Krause herself.
tend a program Recently a group cailing itself
entitled "Sex at .. the Online Freedom Fighters
7:00: sponsored .Anarchist Liberation posted a
by the Cor~eil Advocates for message on various electronic
Rape EducatI~n and th~\Health bulletinboardsclaimingrespon-
Education Office, This IS a pro- sibility for the hoax. The authors
gram that deals with issues re- stated that they would take simi-
lated to date-and acquaintance lar action against other univer-
~ape as well as general gender sities which in their opinion con-
Issues, each has committed' to demn unpopular viewpoints.
dOIn.g 50 hours of community ~ .
service, If at all possible at a r'L""-
location dealing with sexual as- , ~n.
sault o~ rape crisis, and finally l" '/"'l
they WIll meet with a group of . l,,/
seruor Cornell administrators to ( •• L"-./
apologize In person for the inci- (, ••-/
dent. •
The hoax:
The controversy created by the
list it seems has not died at
Cornell. During Thanksgiving,
what offiCials at Cornell have
deemed a hoax or rather a forged
memo, was sent to members of
the Corneil campus from the
electronic mail account of Bar-
b~aJ. Krause, the campus jUdi-
CIal administrator.
A student at Cornell who re:
ceived this forged memo sent a
copy of the hoax to The Gollege
-Voice prior to-receiVing notice
that !hIS email was forged. At
the time the student was cer-
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Kwanzaa, -an evening of
unity and celebration
BY NAn-tANIEI:. DURBIN
Design Editor
Habari gani. This is Swahili
for "What's new?" and the salu-
tation for millions of African-
ATnericans who celebrate
Kwanzaa. While the sleigh bells
may be ringing, and the snow
may be glistening, last Saturday
evening members of the college
community and New London
gathered together to celebrate
Kwanzaa in the 1962 Room.
Kwanzaa is becoming an in-
creasingly popular seven day
celebration for African-Ameri-
cans that begins on the 25th of
December. It origina tes from the
deep agricultural roots of Afri-
can history, and was formed in
1966 by M. ll-0n Karenga, a Los
Angeles-based black activist.
Kwanzaa was originally created
to raise awareness of the African
heritage, and encourage quali-
ties such as unity, self-determi-
nation, and cooperation within
the black community.
The observance includes ex-
changing gifts and an African-
style meal known as Kararrni.
The celebration also includes a
Kinara, a seven branched candle
holder used to reflect the conti-
nent and peoples of Africa. The
Kinaraholds three green candles
representing a prosperous fu-
ture, three red candles repre-
senting. the struggle, and one
black cantlle.repreSenting black
I I'd .so J anty. .
The festival celebrates seven
principles: Vmoja (unity),
Kujichagulia (self determina-
tion), Vjima (collective work and
responsibility), Vjamaa (coop-
erative economics), Nia (pur-
pose), Kuumba (creativity), and
Imani (faith), each assigned to
one of the days. Every evening
one of the seven candles is lit to
represent one of the seven prin-
ciples. One's actions of that day
must reflect the principle that is
being honored.
Those who where fortunate
enough to participate in the cel-
ebration enjoyed a' rich and vi-
brant presentation of the Afri-
can-American culture. Students,
faculty, staff, administration,
alumni, and guests alike from
all different backgrounds
cheered and clapped together
while enjoying some of the cul-
turalcuisine. TamaraMichel '90,
Director of Vnity House, de-
scribed the event as time for "all
types of different peoples to
come together to celebrate di-
versity."
The room was filled with a
festive mood as Dean Ifill lead
the celebration with the
Kukumbuka (remembering). As
he patiently circled the room,
names of significant .African-
Americans, both in cultural and
personal history, were provided
to remind one of where they
came from, where they are, and
where they are headed.
After a brief grace, people sat
down to enjoy a marvelous se-
lection of appropriate foods.
Items on the menu included:
Curry Chicken, [olof, Macaroni
andCheese,CollardGreens,and
Plantains. Smiles were worn by
all as they headed back to the
desert table to get a little more of
the sweet potato pie.
One of the highlights of the
evening included the perfor-
mance by The Artist Collective,
an interdisciplinary arts group
that emphasizes an artists con-
tribution to the African-Ameri-
can culture. The dancers include
people of all dillerent ages, from
three on up.The Artist Collective /
performed arich variety of dance
andmusicoftheAfrican-Ameri-
can tradition. Their vibrant
clothing and rhythmic dance
seemed to captivate the audi-
ence as the drums pounded to
the beat 'of the dancers move-
ments. Several members of the
audience where even drawn up
onto the dance floor to partici-
pate in two of the numbers.
.Overall the evening provided
a wonderful ambiance of joy,
entertainment, and unity. One
audience member stated Simply
that it was just "a feel good day,
I love things like this." All in all,
Kwanzaa ties- in a unique sense
of identity for the African-
American community, and links
their culture with their past,
present, and future.
them! Call Second Harvest.
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F.. Debll.: SASE 10
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BY KELLy ClJFFORD around a baby monitor anx-
TIlt Colltgt VOlCt iously awaiting the arrival of
Remember when you were a new toys as Andy unwraps his
little kid? You had no worries, birthday gifts. All the toys are
no exams, and your parents took afraid of being replaced or
care of everything for you. Your pushed aside for a newe'f and
toyswereyourbestfriends;you better toy. Mr. Potato Head,
knew they were just toys, but however, hopes for a Mrs. Po-
didn't you ever get that feeling tato Head to be hidden in one of
that they became alive and in- the packages. Woody, assum-
teracted in a world of their own ing the leadership role, quiets
when you went to sleep at night? the toys down assuring them
Although I never caught any of that no one will be replaced.
them out of place, Disney's new Unfortunately, his calm and as-
movie Toy Story lets you take a sured demeanor changes with
peek into the underground the arrival of Buzz Lightyear
world of toys. who captures Andy's fancy with
ToyS/pry is the firstfull-Iength his lasers and fancy gadgets. In
animated feature to be created a rage of jealousy, Woody tries
entirely by artists using com- to push Buzz to the floor but
putertoolsand technology. Four accidentally pushes rum out the
years in the making, this delight- window instead. When Woody
fullyirreverentnewcomedy-ad- is taken out by Andy later in the
venture combines an Imagine- evening, Buzz makes his way
tive story and great characters into the van to get revenge for
with the visual excitement of 3- his unfortunate accident. In a
D computer-generated anima- twist of circumstances, Woody
tion. Conceived and directed by and Buzz are left behind-at a gas
john Lasseter, this film repre- station and have to learn to work
sents a major milestone in ani- together to get back to Andy
mated moviemaking with its' before the family moves' in less
groundbreaking graphic style than two days.
adding to the believability of a While the moviemay seem a
world where toys have a life of bit childish and not really geared
their own. With a cast -of top towards the college crowd, the
vocal talent headed by Tom computer graphics are amazing
Hanks and Tim Allen, plus three and the story is thoroughly en-
entertaining new songs and an tertaining.
inspired score by renowned The characters are .great and
composer/performer Randy likemanyofthechiJdren'smov-
Newman, the fantasy takes flight - ies today, many of thejokes are
and provides extraordinary de- meant for the older viewers (one
lights for moviegoers of all ages. reason why this movie is perfect
Tim Allen provides the voice for anyone).
of Buzz Lightyear, the interga- If you have ever tried to put
lactic space patroller who is try- yourself in the mind of a toy or
ing to keep the world safe from dream of their secret world, you
a hostile takeover. The voice of will love this movie; however, if
Tom Hanks is captured in the you are not an imaginative per-
character of Andy's cowboy, son and never played "make-
Woody, whom Andy has loved believe" as a child, there is also a
since he was little boy. The new jean-Claude Van Damme
movie begins as the toys gather movie playing.
Tile Walt Disltey Compalty. All Rights Reseroed.
Buzz Lightyeu "gets a hand" from Sid's custom made mutant toy~. -
Big red fat man disguised as college student visits campus
actually get inheated arguments candy canes and Hershey'smin_
about this topic until someone iatures: at the sight of a wrap.
comes 1'0 break them up. Envi- per, they get nauseated.
ronmental activist groups on The culmination ofthe week's
campus then join the fight to events comes at the dorm holi-
argue that it is inhumane to the day party when you find out
poor snowflake and insensitive whether you had been verbally
to nature. bashing your Secret Snowflake
Some of the gifts are 'quite in front of his or iter face un-
humorous. There is a definite knowingly. If you hadn't
line that can be drawn between cheated and had spies finding
the snowflakes that get into it, out who your Secret Snowflake
and the flakes who pick up what- was, it is usually a pleasant sur-
ever was on the floor, put a bow prise. You exchange laughs and
onitand"Palalalala."ltdoesn't apologize by saying that you
become a question of money had always wanted to gain ten
because creativity has no price; pounds as a result of their gen-
however, being a good Secret erosity. Then the moment of
Snowflake or Secret Santa re- truth comes when you approach
quires a lot of effort. your secret person to find out if
This is the week when friends you can retrieve your
become bitter enemies because autographed poster of Michael
one got a five-pound bag of jordan that you accidentally
chocolates while ithe other re- gave them.in utter desperation
ceived the free sex package they one night. ..
were passing out in Cro. The Whether you are a grinch or a
holiday spirit is dissolved as a true Christmas buff, there is no
result of everyone's selfishness. escaping the giving and receiv-
The array of gifts that appear ing' atthis time of year. The bud-
at this time of year would make get is expanded a little to pur-
Santa's elves blush. Everything chase that meaningful bag of
from lingerie to coloring books .Snickers in the hope of brighten-
and a partridge in a pear tree. ing someone's day and widen-
Some are thrown out, some are ing their hips. The only down-
used, and others mysteriously side is that we will all have the
appear in other people's rooms. taste of candy canes in our
One thing is for sure, by the end mouths until mid-February.
of the week-everyone is sick of -
BY JASON SALTER
Associate Features Editor
p~~~ ~ne~c~.....~Volc~'~ =__~~=:::-:=---::::~--,:D::,,:::e:mb:e':.::r5::!?5~age6 --
Disney's Toy Story
Tis the season to be jolly, sing
carols until your throat closes
up, and to bitch about what your
Secret Santa did or did not get
you. This is the time when Con-
necticut College students are
asked to give of themselves in
the hope that they will be gener- .
ouslyrewarded inreturn. That's
the whole idea behind Christ-
mas anyway, isn't it?
Rather than that ten page pa-
per that will make or break your
grade in English, discussions
during this season turn more
toward the proverbial question,
"What did you- get from your
SecretSanta?"The answer to this
question is followed by either
uncontrollable laughter or bit-
ter jealousy.
"Tgot a really sticky candy
cane that my Secret Santa was
sucking on before they realized
that they didn't have anything
for me! Then they took the bow
off their present, tied a knot and
gave it to me with a package of
Saltines they stole from Harris!"
The politically correct person
would immediately wrestle you
to the ground and beat your head
until you accepted that it is now
"Secret Snowflake" instead of
good 01' Saint Nick. People will
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The World of the Conductor
D«nnNr 5. 1995
symphony, the conductor must un-
derstand how each movement relates
to one another because it is important
to view a piece of music as a "whole
made up of parts" rather than "parts
that make up a whole."
A conductor must always keep in
mind the original intentions of the com-
poser. H, for instance, a decision is
made to playa particular phrase forte
(loudly) that is not clearly marked as
such, the conductor must be prepared
to back his or her determination up
with a good musical reason (this is
particularly important because a per-
former will always be quick to ask
questions if something is happening
that is not specifically called for in the
written music).
Rehearsals are part two of the con-
ductingprocess. The first problem with
rehearsals is that,no matter what, there
are never enough of them! This is par-
ticularly the case in the "real world"
where professional orchestras usually
only get to have one or two rehearsals
before giving a performance. Finan-
cial constraints placed on the modern
orchestra, particularly in the United
States, unfortunately makes this the
case. (A good reason why everyone
should support the NEA and their lo-
cal musical ensembles. I am sorry, but
I just couldn't resist the opportunity to
make a political statement.)
During rehearsals, a conductor gets
the opportunity to communicate to the
musicians what he or she has learned
-from studying the score: The conduc-
tor must now bring the pencil scratched
up music to life. To do that, the con-
ductor must communicate ideas by
embodying them in his physical pres-
ence and movements, 'Try clenching
your fist tightly: .This conveys a-sense
of tension, and as such, theperformers
would reflect this feeling in their play-
ing. Now, smile, let your muscles re-
lax, and let your hands arc fancifully
through the air. This would communi-
cate a totally different feeling. That's
what conducting is all about!
The only part remaining is the per-
formance, and if the conductor has
done parts one and two correctly (and
if the performers are of good quality),
the performance should be a great suc-
cess!
If you would like to gain an even
greater insight into the world of con-
ducting, go to a wonderful source that
is right in your backyard: the Greer
Music Library. There you will find a
complete collection of music record-
ings featuring the great conductors of
the 20th century: Karajan, Bernstein,
Solti, Toscanini, Furtwangler, etc. Try
listening to an identical piece of music
performed by two different conduc-
tors. Compare the two performances
and try and determine what's differ-
ent about them. If you take time to do
this little exercise, you will discover
the "true nature" of conducting that
simply cannot be explained in words
alone.
BY DAMON KRIEGER
A&E Editor
A weekly column devoted to the infonned appreciation of music with
Michael Adelson, Professor of Music and Damon Krieger, A&E Editor
I was walking around campus last
week holding my conducting baton
whenanacquaintanceofminestopped
me to inquire why I was carrying a
ba ton. I told her that Iwas the assistant
conductor of the Connecticut College
Orchestra and a conducting student
of Michael Adelson and was coming
from a lesson. She responded to my
statement with a puzzled look on her
face, "You take lessons to be a cond uc-
tor? I thought you rise to that position.
I didn't realize that you had to study
the subject."
Well, believe it or not, you do have
to study to become a conductor. In
fact, you have to study very hard. I am
sure you ha ve gone to a concert be-
fore, looked at the conductor, and
thought to yourself, '1 can do that! I
mean all the dude is doing is waving
his hands in frantic circles. How diffl-
cult could it possibly be?"
It's not the "waving" part that is
difficult; rather, it is the ability to com-
municate an idea properly to a large
group of performers. The technical
part of conducting is not that difficult
to learn, but "becoming a conductor"
takes years, If not a lifetime, to accorn-
plish.
So, how does a conductor conduct?
That is notan easy question to answer
because every conductor hasa unique
style and manner to approaching "the
art of conducting." This iswhat makes
listening to music interesting because
every conductor has a slightly dilfer-
ent interpretation of a given work of
music, and it is reflected in the manner
inwhich they conduct. '
-. The first step every conductor must
follow is "preparing a score. H This is
probably the most tedious part of the
conducting process, however, if is also'
the most important. Preparing a score
entails a host of things. A conductor
obviously needs to listen to the work.
Sometimes conductors like to use re-
corded performances, but many times
they would rather just use the "writ-
ten word" of the composer and de-
velop their ownInterpretation of the
music without being influenced by
another conductor. So, a conductor
usually just sits at a piano and bangs
out instrument and vocal parts in an
effort to understand how the music
flows and develops throughout the
span of the work. What type of form
does the music conform to? What are
the primary themes? How do the in-
strument choirs relate to each other?
Musical phrases must be identified
and properly marked (musical phrases
basically parallel a written sentence; a
phrase contains a complete musical
idea). The conductor must mark
bowings (the style and direction thai
he or she wishes the strings to play in),
figure out tempo relationships, and
determine dynamics and attacks. If
it's a multi-movement work, like a
I~;)
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Schmoozing Unplugged:
'Tis the season to get your
jollies, fa-Ia-Ia-Ia-Ia-Ia-Ia-Ia-Ia
For some reason, this festive season is a time when school and
yule combine, resulting in a veritable hormonal happy hour that
culminates at the Winter Formal. If last Saturday night is any
indication, more people will score this weekend than Tom Jones
did on "The Groove and How to Swing It" tour. We don't know
why this happens every year. Perhaps some poetry will help us
along:
Ode to Meaningless Lust
For countless weeks oul of the school year
Our sexual lives are blatantly clear
Most trudge along with a stein and a line
Making God sorry he gave us our sexual prime
Shot to the heart, and you're to blame
Darling, you give love a bad name (bad name)
But on the night of the Winter Formal
We all rejoice in these things abnormal.
The lights are low, the bass is pumping
Everyone's looking to do some humping
Men and women, ladies and gents
From the infirmary the prophylactics are lent
Testosterone and estrogen flow as freely as beer
Giving everyone hope for some holiday cheer
For this is the night when there's rarely a maybe
And many go home to start makin' babies
Christ is king, and he's no dummy
He knew the greatest thing was deprived of his Mummy
If he were alive, we think he'd say,
"Whether you be straight, bisexual, or gay -
All should take part in this ephemeral insurrection
For now is the time of the Immaculate Erection"
Enough of the Muse. Now back to the prose to which we are more
accustomed. Seriously, kids. The anomaly that is "the Winter
Formal" should be embraced by all of us. It is the one night of the
year when everyone can kick back, relax, and be immersed in the
delightful yet cacophonous sounds of orgasmic glee. You know
you want to (wink, wink, nudge, nudge). .
We here at Schmoozing would like to help. Here is a comprehen-
sive guide to navigating the friendly waters of the Winter Formal:
For the Gentlemen (and we use the term loosely ...very loosely): ..
I) Find a girl you fancy. Try a line, such as, "Can you believe it's More Comments' on Mr Svoray
not butter?!!" or "Did you know that Eric Foner's work ReconsI11lc-. •
tion is a heroic synthesis that should dominate the field _much like Because silence may be taken as assent, I am writing to express my
C. Vann Woodward's interpretation of the new south ...it gives extreme disagreement with Professor Solomon's letter (fheCollege Voice,
nearly equal time to all the protagonist in the reconstruction drama October 31, 1995)about the choice of speaker for Social Awareness Week.
and recognizes how inextricably economic, political, social, and Professor Solomon focused on a few narrow points and completely missed
ideological issue are bound?" the larger picture. Mr. Svoray said that his generalization was probably
biased and that it did not characterize all Germans. Rather than being
2) Talk to her. Dance with her. Tell her how nice she looks. offended byhis report of a grossly pornographic incident, she should have
Perhaps, "Is that dress a Versace?" or "In your eyes, I see the been offended by the occurrence of the incident. Don't blame the messen-
sunrise; In your bosom, ten thousand tomorrow's" or "Gee, you ger. '"
look nice." . I strongly congratulate SOAR on their courage and good sense. Mr.
3) Watch the hands, pervert. Svoray risked his life to document the resurgence of Nazism in modem
4) Next, apply the old stand-by: "Would you like to watch a Germany '. As I listened to him, I was happy that Conn was able to have
movie inmy room? Ihave my three favorites on video: Fried Green . such a vividly educational speaker. My only regret was that there were so
TOmJJtoes,Liltle Women, and Dirty Dancing, with Patrick Swayze as fewmembers of the larger community present. But over 80Corm students
Johnny, the oily beau.-hunk with buns of steel and a license to heard a graphic renunder that defending freedom is a never-ending
dance" struggle. Just as Wilson was wrong to think that WWI would be the war
5) If' h obli .. to end all wars, we cannot assume that the end of the Cold War brought
s e Iges, go home immediately.If no, return to step #1. peace or civility to our time. The evidence iswrit large in Rwanda, Bosnia, _
6) Tell her someone borrowed the movIes. _ chechnya, and in Mr. Svoray's remarkable story about what he.saw when
7) ~atch the hands, pervert. ~e infil~.ted neo-Nazi groups in Germany. His presentation was not
8) Dim the lights, offer her a warm can of Busch Light, and spin primarily emotional in its rhetorical appeal." It was an emotionally
some Luther Vandross, Peabo Bryson (we recommend any of his disturbmg recounting of what he saw in his undercover work. Itwas a
collaborations WIth Kenny G), or Sade discs. Be your own "Smooth ternply lIl1pOrtantrenunder ofhow easy it is for some people to forget the
Operator". horrors that the Nazis brought to their own peopl~s: Jews, Gypsies,
9) Make your move, but be genteel. If she wants to break out the Catholics, socialists, homosexuals, and anyone who stood in their way.
army fatigues and riding crops that can come later That we could see any resurgence of such bestial thugs just SO years after
10) If she says no, get lost. (Never mind that it's y'our room) ~~danodfMrwwnswas bthelffihPortanCt historical and political lesson that11) IT h 1/ n " . voray roug t to onn.
. s e ~ys yes. or. ravage meyou burly steed", proceed Idoagree with one ofProfessorSolomon'spoints. Ithinkwedesperately
WIth OperatIOn InsenunatIon WIth milItary-like efficiency. need a greater understanding of our own extreme righi-wing political
For ~e Ladles: move~ts. When AMerica produces a journalist who duplicates Mr.
I) FIJ1~"~y you fancy. Svoray s ~ork, we should defi.nitely invite that person to speak. 1 am not
2) Say Hi . aware we vepr<Xiuced such a Journalist yet. For now, we can think about
_That should do it. Mr. Svoray's profoundly troubling experiences, read his book, In Hitler'S
There you have it. Be safe, have fun and most importantly be ShJJdow: and realize how hard it is for some people to remember and learn
• ' , from histo '
respectful. If all else fails, you've still got yourself. As Woody Allen -----:-::ry'--. ~:_=_-:------------_-
put it, "It's sex with someone I love." Amen, you brilliant, hilarious Daniel Bendor, M.D,
pedophile. C?nsulting Psychiatrist, Counseling Serviceand
by Jay Jarach and Matt AsSIstant Clinical Professor, Dept. of Psychiatry, .
"The Mailman" Malone Yale Uni~ersity School of Medicine
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Thoughts on the treatment of animals
I would, like to respond to an article published in last
week's Voice by the members of Earth House. The article
concerned the treabnent of animals and stressed the impor-
tance of respecting the rights of non-human animals to co-
exist with humans on this planet. While I believe that the
article was informative, well-written and made some excel-
lent points, there was one item that Iwould like to take issue
with. The article stated that those of us who believe in
animal rights should "avoid places that use animals as
entertainment". The article listed such places as zoos, cir-
cuses and dog tracks which "cause a great deal of suffering
for animals." I cannot argue with the fact that circuses and
dog tracks cause unnecessary harm to animals. I disagree,
however, that zoos should be placed in the same category.
Several zoos in this country provide safe haven for animals
from the dangers of poaching and the destructionof their
'natural habitat by commercial and agricultural expansion.
Some of the best zoos in the nation, including the National
Zoo in Washington DC. and the San Diego Zoo have saved
animals such as the California Condor and the Giant Panda
from extinction through bre.:ding programs. Other pro-
grams include the discovery of new vaccines to prevent the
spread of disease among certain rare breeds of mammals.
Zoos are not for "entertainment purposes" but are places
where people can learn about the animals that roam this
earth and about the habitats they live in. By acquiring
knowledge, an individual who knew nothing about the
Snowy Owl may think twice about cutting down the tree.
that is the animal's home. While it is true that in the past
animals were forced to pace in cement cages orwere locked
up behind bars, the zoos of today are equipped with wide
open spaces which are copies of their natural habitat. Busch
Gardens in Florida is an excellent example of this type of
environment. In a utopian world, all animals would be free
to live in the wild without the danger of extinction. Itis a sad'
fact, however, that animals are in danger because of man's
greed, and their homes are being destroyed more and more
each year. We should not condemn zoos for the work that
they do in the preservation of all animals, and for providing
education to all people ".
Hilary C. Sardella '96
Comments on the Conn Review
I've heard several professors on this campus express
indifference or hostility toward the Conn Review. This
disappoints me. As I understand the mission of the Conn
Review, a group of students want to compile data about
work requirements, course content and organization, class
size, and educational goals of each course from students
and professors and present their findings in as objecyive a
manner as possible so that students will have a clear idea of
what they are signing up for at preregistration. By taking an
active role in their educational choices, students using the
Conn Review would become more involved in and con-
cerned about their intellectual pursuits.
Some professors think that any form of assessment of
education is wrong. But aren't evaluation and comparison
major components of the education process? We learn by
surveying avariety of choices, noticing thei similarities and
differences and the benefits and disadvantages of support-
ing any individual idea or institution. The Conn Review
would help us leam to decide what we want to learn.
Contrary to the opinion of some faculty members, the
intention of the Conn Review does not invil ve evaluating or
insulting professors. If!were a professor,I probably would
not like a book of student comments about how awful a
person or how ineffective an educator Iwas; if this is what
our professors think the Conn Review will become, I under-
stand their hesitation. Some professors have VOIced the
concern that information printed in the Conn Review might
be used in determining which instructors would get tenure.
As I understand this publication, the Conn Review has no
intention of having anything to do with department evalu-
ations teacher evaluations, or tenure review. Fora depart-
ment 'head to decide to base his or her administrative
decisions on what amounts to a course catalogue would be
ludicrous _ i'm sure our faculty has enough methods of
evaluation for making such choices. I have enough faith in
the students who will eventually compile and present the
data collected from the student and professor surveys to
believe that the editors will stick to their mission. I would
hope that our professors would trust that their students had
learned how to write and think while at Conn.
The Conn Review could become a valuable resource for
students. All too often, students I mow have selected
classes based on the brief descriptions given in the course
catalogue, and have discovered that the actual course was
not all they had bargained for. For example, one friend of
mine didn't realize how intensive elementary German
would be, and thought he would be able to balance that
class with calculus, chemistry, and European history. He
spent several hours each night struggling to keep up with
hisGerman, did his calculus inclass, and, in short, found
himself in way over his head. If he had had access to the
Conn Review, he might have read how many hours per
night the average student devotes to the course, what sorts
of skills are critical to have to excel in the class, and other
information thatcould have helped himmakewiser, more
informed course choices. Other students I mow have
chosen courses based on the word-of-mouth recommen-
dation of one or two individuals. Professors I've had at
this school would not accept a paper or an argument
constructed from just one point of view; why should
students pick their classes without examining as many
opinions as possible? If a student is overwhelmed (or
understimulated) he or she cannot do his or her best work.
When students don't devote enough effort or interest to
their classes, they waste their own time, their professors'
time, and their tuition. The Conn Review sound like a
great idea to me.
Meredith Kasten '97
We need more dialogue about Rabin
Friday, November 10, the campus community was in-
vited to Harkness Chapel to participate in a dialogue
regarding the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzliak
Rabin. Perhaps eighty students and a handful of faculty
members showed up. As a staff member at the college, I
went because I was in pain and confusion about the
atrocity, and like many [ews in and out of Israel I was
seeking something - I'm not sure exactly what:
Whatever it was I sought, I did not find it in Harkness
Chapel that day. Forfifty-five minuteS we were lectured 10
by a Middle Eastern scholar who told us, in effect, that for
historical reasons the Middle East is a dangerous place; a
psychiatrist who rambled on about never being able to
know why anyone does anything (presumably unless 'the
person is seeing him or one of his colleagues five days a
week); and a professor of Religious Studies who quoted
the Bible inexplaining the religious right wing position for
murdering Mr. Rabin, a mythical "religious left wing"
position, and concluded that he himself took no position,
as I understood it, with regards to the biblical references.
Two other faculty members spoke about their impressions
of Israel and the peace process. Three students were
permitted to speak for a combined total of, perhaps, four
minutes.
Dialogue? All around me students were rolling their
eyes, yawning and fidgeting. Did it ever occur to any of the
academic experts that scores of people, primarily stu-
dents, in the audience had feelings to express? Were
feeling pain? Perhaps, were confused about what it means
to be a lew, after a lew killed the head of the State ofIsrael?
Or were repelled by pictures on U.S. television of funda-
mentalist rabbis praying for Rabin's death and rejoicing
afterwards? Or perhaps people were feeling other things,
but I'll never know because it was not considered impor-
tant to allow, much less encourage, them to speak.
There was no moral sensibility or spirituality expressed
(no clear statement that murder is murder and it cannot be
justified by issues of territory or security) at last Friday's
event. There was nothing educational about the event,
nothing was said that hasn't been said to better effect and
with more articulation on CNN or in the New London Day
(much less, the NY Times). There was nothing healing
about the event, because the experts had no time for any
voices to be heard except their own.
As for the assassination ofMr. Rabin, Connecticut Col-
lege owes it to the campus community to provide a forum
atwhich individuals can voice their feelings, thoughts and
concerns, and engage in a 'dialogue about the tragedy.
Friday, November 10 at Harkness Chapel was not such a
forum.
Linda B. Sitea
Director, Grants and Research
Connecticut College
THE EARTH
HOUSE COLUMN
Yesterday was a sad day. ListeningtoNPR
News,Iheard our fearless (or fearful?) leader,
President Bill Ointon making what was pos-
sibly the most important speech ofhis career
- attempting to convince the U.S. public that
direct military intervention in Bosnia (i.e.
war) is a good thing. In a manner frighten-
ingly reminiscent of Big Brother, he con-
cluded his speech with ,"It is the RIGHT
thing to do:' Hmm. When I hear such a
desperate attempt to convince an
unconvinced public, my Skeptic Red Lights
go on. What is really happening in the
former Yugoslavia, I wonder? Why is civil
war in Bosnia of such concern to the United
States and the other Western powers when
civil wars occur daily around the world that
the UN. never blinks an eye at?
I have no doubt that reprehensible acts
have been committed by both the Bosnian
Serbs ('bad guys") and the Bosnian Muslims
("good guys") (we're not quite sure what to
do with the Bosnian Croats, not to mention
the Bosnian Muslims fighting alongside the
Bosnian Serbs around Bihac.). But why have
terms such as IIgenocide", "ethnic cleans-
ing", "death camps", and "rape camps",
which evoke parallels with World War n
and the systematic extermination of the Jews.
by the Nazis, been,used by the US media to
describe aprocess of war which is possibly of
a lesser degree than civil wars in
Mozambique, Liberia, Sudan, Angola, Leba-
non, Afghanistan, and countless other coun-
tries? An even better question: why have the
civil wars in these countries been of such
relatively little concern to the U.S.? Why the
inconsistencies? What is so special about
Bosnia?
According to Joan Phillips, a British jour-
nalist and longtime observer of the Balkans
and Eastern Europe, Bosnia contains noth-
ing more than detention camps, a routine
feature of all wars this century. "There were
no "death camps" in Bosnia. This travesty
was invented by journalists (with assistance
from Ruder Finn, a U.S. public relations finn)
unable to distinguish between an Omarska
and an Auschwitz. The former was a make-
shift holding camp where some people were
arbitrarily brutalized and executed; the lat-
ter was a vast assembly line for the system-
atic extermination of jews." (CAQ, Fall 1995,
P 15) Death tolls were cited at about 200,000
by US media but at only low tens of thou-
sands by neutral organizations such as the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(cited in George Kenney, "Bloody Bosnia,"
Washingfon Monthly, Mar. 1995, p49-52.). My
point here is that I have heard significantly
different reports on many aspects regarding
Bosnia. Why the discrepancies?
What ifWestern foreign policy in Bosnia
can be best understood not as a humanitar-
ian effort, but in the context of the intensifi-
cation of global competition among the ma-
jor powers? With the collapse of commu-
nism, a new world order is being fashioned,
and all the major powers are seeking to es-
tablish their global leadership at th~ expense
of their rivals. Who can be the king of the
schoolyard?
Just a few questions floating around my
head.
-Mark Lucey, Box 5103, x3231
P.~ 10
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(617) 361-3631
Millionsof dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work ~tudyprograms
,and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is avalleble and how you can get it. The time to apply isnowf
.Youcan apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredlted college or trade school.
This Directory willprovide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
I . . .
high schools, business schools, technical schools.igraduate schOoI$. Jaw schools,
medical schools, vocetionelinstitutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs. '. . .
-.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and"other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
)
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Center for Arts and'
Technology offers
certificate program
gram will eventualJy be used to dra-
maticalJy enhance the work of geolo-
gists. The tedmology has been devel-
gn,~ptthelhilJgsthatPavidSmaUey, oped in conjunction with one of the
coidiredor'ofThe Center for Arts and corporate backers for the center,
.• &hnoJogy '\1 Connecticut College, Oceanquest. Miller explained that vi-
. 't~!'h.aS~\j.£oLitConnecticuICollege sualinformationaboutanytopographi.
~.~ethirigtbat he has been toW by cal feature of the planet is collected
.·9Jh,~rilcademics wbo visit the college: either by an ocean vessel or by satellite
,~~reate!\t;!llng'tthe (aeultythas at and then is manipulated through the
i'tl1V'i~~:?~~~:::rE;~ ~i~=~£~~~
J0)~~~~P!!~o petter example oI!his the image on the computer screen ap-
1;a,dSll'dISCiplinal;ycommunicatioltcp.n pear more brilliant and realistic. The
_t;;~,~~?~~~~.l1~.~~C<mlet:Ior Ar,ts "g~';Sal1OW !or~stereo image. Even
j;.P;;~.P!R~;a'~~lSwn oIthe.col •.. more impressive. IS the s~a1 co~-
itl!llJ~,I,fj~;~X\i1flldeafo~ 12:ye"l"fPuter mouse which, held,~n the ~'~
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday - Saturday: 9am - 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street
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BY BRllT WOLFF
The College Voke
Evon Coppoloa/PllOfograplly Editor
A child takes a picture with Santa at the Cyrstal Mall in Waterford during one of the
busiest shopping times of the year
In a rush for the holidays?
Extra Income for '95
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details, RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to"
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite
307
Dover DE 19901
The holiday season is upon us, and the
dreaded task of shopping for gifts re-
turns with it. The last thing a college
student wants is to spend grueling hours
at a shopping mall trying to find the right
gift for that special someone and, of
course, the "farn." Finals are quickly ap-
proaching, snow is falling, and students
are anxious to head home to see old
friends. Somewher~ in the middle of all
tne papers and [ina exa~s -comes~the~
mad dash to the cash machine and the
trip to gather gifts.
Ifyou were smart, you stayed home on
the day after Thanksgiving, the busiest
shopping day of the year; but, if you
joined in and became one of the statistics
on that day, you would remember the
turmoil and the masses of people that
rushed to the stores and spent their sav-
ings on holiday decorations and gifts.
Sure there were sales, but was itworth all
the headaches?
Probably not. If you haven't started
your holiday shopping, it's never too late
because, regardless of when you start
gift shopping, the screaming children
and the line to take a picture with Santa
will be there.
The hardest part about holiday shop-
ping is the never ending question of wha t
to buy for someone. This year you might
want to consider buying a friend some-
thing that you could enjoy as welL Why
not? If they areyourfriend, why wouldn't
they want to share in the wealth of their
gifts. Being subtle about this, though, is
crucial. For example, you might not want
to buy someone the CD that you've been
lusting after for the past month which he.
or she already possesses. Instead, you
... • .., should consider something such as the
popular "happy back massager" that can
be enjoyed by both of you. Heck, it's
cheap and you might even get some ac-
tion out of it! Possibly you couid go to
your local Blockbuster and invest in the
classic movie that you both quote lines
from on a daily basis. (Last time 1 was
there 1noticed they had a huge collection
of videos on sale for a good deal.)
For those who are on the cutting edge
of fashion, a look around the general'
population might provide some good
gil! iqeas; ':Those,,'lhiny m.etallic lo\;'l&ing
shirts seem to be the hip thing to sport.
They come in all sorts of colors and can
be found at the Crystal Mall at various
clothing stores. Here's another clothing
idea: Cords! They are cheap as hell (if
you buy them used) and match With.
practically everything. The advantage to
buying a pair of cords is that they are
fashionable to wear baggy or tight, so
you don't need to look for any particular
size (with some exceptions of course).
The more traditional gifts tend to range
from tree ornaments to festive holiday
socks. I would advise you to stay away
from these gifts because they lend to pile
up over the years. They also indicate to
the recipient that not much thought or
effort was given to selecting the gift be-
cause an ornament or pair of socks is
simply an "easy out" for the tired shop-
per.
Creativity is always the safest bet. Make
a gift out of something you don't need
anymore. Remember, no matter what you
give, it's always the thought that counts.
Whether it be a simple card or a trip to the
Bahamas, your sure to get a smile out of
the deal, If your smart, you'll go to the
mall as soon as possible, or better yet,
avoid it all together and make your gifts
at home. One thing to keep in mind
while sho in: the sooner the better .
CATCH A JET!
CarriblMexico $189 r/t
Europe $169,
Calif. $129
Call Airhitch
for more info!
800-326-2009
Now Ibroll~ December 16
Benziger Winery's "Imagery Series"
An art exhibil now on display in the
Cummings Arts Center.
Wednesday, De<:ember 6 ~
Formal Student Recital
Cummings Arts Center, Dana Hall
8:00pm
Friday. December 8
Student Compositions Recital
Cummings Arts Center, Dana Hall
8:00pm
"TheMirror": Russian Film
F.W. Olin Science Cenler Audit.
9:00pm
Thursday. pecember 7
Christmas Vespers:
A Service of Lessons and Carols
Harkness Chapel
7:30pm
Thursday and Friday. De<:.7 & 8
Dance Club Performance
Myers Dance Studio
8:00pm
Slaughterhouse Five
Connecticut College Film Society
Cummings Arts Center, Oliva Hall
8:00 &. 11:00 pm
SllDday. pecember 10
Connecticut College Band Concert
Gary Buttery, director
Cummings Arts Center, Dana Hall
.00 pm •
MondilY. De<:ember 11 ",
"Stalker": Russian Film
F.W. Olin Science Center Audit.
9:00pm
Please send requests 10 appear in
the A&E WATCHDOG to:
The College Voice, A&E Editor
Box 4970
270 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT.
06320
Student Compositions to Premiere at Connecticut College
Students in the music composition program here at Connecticut College
have been working long and hard this semester to produce a unique and original
composition, Student and professional performers will be performing these
compositions for the college community on Friday evening. The opportunity to hear
music performed while "the ink is still wet" is something not to be missed.
I
Christmas Vespers
Harkness Chapel hosts a service of lessons and carols to usher in the
Christmas season. The event features many of the college's a cappella groups, the
Chamber Choir and a Bell Choir, The chapel will be beautifully decorated for the
holiday complete with a magnificent Christmas tree. Join Chaplain Steve ina service
of spiritual readings and songs of the season.
, ,
=
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pecember4
o Red Hot Chili Peppers, Hartford Civic Center, Hartford, C'I',
o PHlSH, Mullins Center, Amherst, MA,
PmmberS
o PHlSH, Mullins Center, Amherst, MA,
o Dave Matthews Band, Orpheum Theatre, Boston, MA,
December 6
• Bagmen, Toad's Place, New Haven, CT, +
o Red Hot Chili Peppers, FleetCenter, Boston, MA.
Pmmber9
o Bob Dylan, Orpheum Theatre, BostQn~cMA.
~>
PmmberlO
• Bob Dylan, Orpheum Theatre/BQ$to
• lessfcttRoger~Cotlegt}')n
::' -:-:)} <:
",%I
The Opera Workshop performed "In Celebration of Mozart:
Scenes from Operas byMozart and hi~contemporarie"'1ast ,!~k-
end. Scenes from Mozarfs .•"'The Marriageo(Ega.td" ~ndH~e~
Magic Flute"; Cimarosa's "The ~ M~age"; and ~luck'~
"Orpheu&and Euridice" were presemedlo the college commUllH;:..t
The. Opera Workshop's members incIUd~dSop;~pk"£"~' "
Matthews, Courtney HopkinsfHmi)ahSch" "~Lib})yi't ..".
and Linda Najjar; Mezzo-sOprano E . c: ohJra'
Hayes. .,
December 5. 1995
•
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1MUPDATE:
Doyle leads Ken's
Chicks to victory
Mighty Flucks and Jam finished with a 2-
2 lie. Julie Fried and Tara Kern scored for
the Flucksters; while Mila Rosenfeld (1
goal), SarahSmith (1goal), FoxReutlinger
(1 assist), and Andrea Fisher contributed
for Jams goals.
Fido routed Your Mom With a Stick 16-
1 as Dorothy Plechaty netted 6 goals and
5 assists.
Jane Loutrerwasnoslouchherselfwith
5 goals and 6 assists. Erin Shalto finished
with 4 goals and 2 assists. Mary Gorman
scored the lone Your Mom With a Stick
- goal.
The top two co-ed volleyball teams
squared of in the opening round of the
Thanksgiving Holiday C1assicsponsored
this year by the Cro Snack Shop. With
both teams going into the match unde-
feated, it proved to be an exciting one.
Instead, the Really Lucky Guys annihi-
lated Team Sexy in straight sets 15-3, 15-
4, showing at least for now who wears
the spandex in this league.
In perhaps the most closely contested
match of the year, Four-twenty smoked I
Love Sheep 15-10 in the third set to end
this marathon of matches. ..
In other matches, Team Sexy downed
Money 12-15, 15-13, 15-9; I Love Sheep
slammed Smith 15-9, 15-4; Team Sexy
topped Four-twenty 15-1, 15-4; and Re-
ally Ugly Guys spent Money 15-8, 15-p.
Swimmers make
individual strides
The men's team is much smaller
BY ROBYNMANcuso this year. having only eight mem-
SporlsEdilor bees-and isstrongerindividuaUythan
teradisCouragingdefeat orbo as a team. Their record SO far is 1-1.
teams against Bridgewater State Col- 'The men's team also boasted a few
lege last Wednesday, the men's and outstanding swimmers Sunday as
women'sswimminganddivlngleams Conn conquered WPI in the breast-
f,?ught back as winners and domi-" stroke,withMikeD'Amour.grabbing
nated WPI on Sunday at Clark Uni- fllstandfreshmanCauryBaileysteal-
verstty, ing second. D'Amour also placed
The women's team especially has a first in the 100 1M and freestyle.
lot to brag about. Accordin,gto men's Finally,Mark Hooker, who is a new
swimming caplain Mike D'Amour, addition to the team, should be cecog-
bthe women slaughtered the other nized for his tremendous efforts Sun-
team:' Although the women'steam day in some of the hardest events of
is suffering from the loss of many the meet.
crucial players that are presently This year the diVing team ismade
abroad, ifisstlllrelafivelYS!tPng a.l)<l, llpof oryly~ females, but accord-
wUlbll;evens6'onget911Cl1~ play- ing'to Haight, they are "exCIlllent.·
er$:retumnext semester.'" As. we. get Su.t$ly'smeet was a success despite
, morJtand~re experletlCed, we will anunl"ctunaleaccidentthatpresented
?}8'l,!;$ijpilit!';r,ti;;,\!,d n"0~n's5:"Piii ~Wilh a huge score. The pool at
~~i:
~14"'!,,"~ P~~1'4"'~
." J""A'f~
SESSIONI: JUNE3 -JULY4, 1996
SESSION U: Juu" 9 - AVGUST 9, 1996
The oldest America" U"lversity
I" Europeoffers:
... r-,'lort: than 7'; courses from the University's curriculum
for credit or audit from n wide r.tn~e or discipline:.....
French Immersion - j-\\'~l:k Program eeWeekend
Excursions and Day Trips to Historic Re~ions of Europe:
... Special -College Preview" High School Program in Pari..
For complete program i"jormalion, caJI or write:
The Amerkan Univer.;ity of Paris Summer ProgrJJl\'i
Box 22.:'1. av. Bosquet. 7)343 Paris Cedcx 07
rer. OJ,'J) 40 62 06 00 Fax (.1:VI147 O'i.n 'f9
xew York offtce Tel. (212) 677--1R70
\(:,..h :-iilt' - hupI'ww",.<ll1pJr E-mail ·Sullllncr@:.lUp.fr
BY TOM RYAN
Assistant 1MDirector
Itwas 10:01 pm on Thursday Novem-
ber 30. Most students were in their dorms
getting ready for bed, but not the Puss
Maggots and Ken's Chicks. The Puss
Maggots had waited almost a year for
this moment. The chance to avenge their
heart-breaking loss in the 1994 Floor
Hockey Championship game. Despite
loosing a few seasoned veterans and ac-
quiring a couple promising rookies, the
core ofthese two teams has stayed intact.
The extreme loathing that has built up
between the squads over the years
reached an all-time high as referee Colin
Keeney reached out to drop the first puck.
Karen Mallegol broke the silence at
6:03 of the first stanza with a wrist shot
into the upper corner. Ken's Chicks re-
sponded with two from Holly Doyle.
Ka therine Sobocinski picked up the as-
sist.
Jen Eisenbergslapped hOII\eaMallegol
pass to knot the score at two going into
the second intermission.
The offensive pressure of Ken's Chicks
proved to be too much for the Puss Mag-
gots as Holly Doyle picked up another
two while Rachel Prouser had both a
goal and an assist.
In another exciting match-up, the
FAMOUS -QU&TES FROM
PIZZA HISTORY #2
"I think that / shall never see a pizza lovely
as a tree - except at the Recovery Room".
. Joyce Kilmer
"To eat pizza or not to eat pizza, that is the _
question" Will Shakespeare
"A pizza is a pizza is a pizza - except at the
Recovery Room" Gertrude Stern
"We shall eat pizza in thefields and in the
streets" Winston S. Churchill
That's one small pizza for man, one giant
pizza for mankind" Neil Armstrong
We make Award-winning pizza
a memorable experience
ilHE [9 ECOVERY[900M
INEXPENSIVE INCO\l1Pr\R;\rJLE INU! CL\.TL'r COOD
445Ocean Avenue, New London, CT
CALL FOR TAKE OUT, TOO: 443-2619
DOWNTOWN GRILL
& CAPPUCINO
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You LIKE PIzzA AT HOME
December 5. 1995
Call 442-93M3
For FREE
Delivery
•Dellven Hours:
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
ir:e .,."'"..,
Z
~-e - s~"'" se .., -Q Q.
12" Medium
Thin or Regula
12" Pan Pizza
or Thick Crust. .
15" Large Pizza .
15" Large Pan Pizza ..
Extra Toppings
12" .- ............•................
Pepperoni
Sausage
Ground Beef
Ham
Pineapple
Mushrooms
, .
IS" ..... ! •••••••••••••••••••••
Toppings Choices
.----------.,3-' (10) Buffalo ,
'W· ,, mgs I
: With the Purchase of :
, a large Pizza ,
I I
I Only $2.99 :L ~
r---------,
: Saturday :
, Super Deal 1
: Large Cheese :
: Pizza :
: only$5.00+Tax:L .1
r;---------,[Frtday Party Pac 1
.-;:;-1 1
I - 2 Large Cheese 1
1 Pizzas 1, I
I 2 Liters of Coke 1
~I 1
: Only$12.99+Tax:L ..1
,.--------~.,
1 Buffalo 1
1 W. 11 mgs
1
1 1
: 20 Wings - $8.50 1
130Wings - $11.65:
1 1L .J
~--------1Sunday 'ti
1Super
:Deal
: 2 Medium
1 Cheese Pizzas 1
1 $ 1t~_~~~~~JMinimum order $5.00
....,.,.." M.·:·;-··-_·· . ~z:zv...... .
3:00PM to MIDNIGHT
l1:00AM to 2:00AM
11:00 AM to Midnight-
Submarines
6" Sub and potato chips :..$3.75
12"sub and potato chips $5.85
Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese,.Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey &Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
'Onion .
Roast Beef &Cheese: Roast Beef, Cheese, Lettuce,
Onion, Tomato, Mayo
Tuna Fish: Tuna Salad, Lettuce, Tomato
Free Add-Ons
Lettuce, Onion,Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt & Pepper,
Oil & Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese
Add -Dns 6"•••.•$ .25 12"~••••$
.50
Black .Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese
~.-
CALL FOR QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AND FUND
RAISING PROMOTIONS
Sod a
Coca-Cola Classic
Diet Coke'
Can $ ,75
1 Liter , $1.50
,.-----,Sunday
: Football Special :
-I 1 Large Cheese 1
1 Pizza I
1 & 30 Buffalo 1
1 Wings' I
1 & Hiters Soda I
1 I1 For I
L $17.99 ...-----
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CONN SPORTS:
Women's Swimming and Diving
defeated WPI
lost to Bridgewater
defeated SI. Joseph's
Men's Swimming and Diving
defeated WPI
lost Bridgewater
Women's Ice Hockey
Conn 9 - Boston Univ. 4
Conn 9 - Holy Cross 2
Wesleyan 6 - Conn 2
NFL American Conference . Eastern Conference NHLEASI
:rEAM Y'{ L I Sunday's Results NORTHEASTERN DMSIONBuffalo 8 4 0
Indianapolis 7 5 0 lost to Carolina
Miami 6 6 0 del. Atlanta :rEAM Y'{ L I f2inls
New England 5 7 0 lost New Orleans Pittsburgh 15 3 3 33
N.Y.jets 3 9 0 lost to St. Louis Montreal 12 11 1 25
Bullalo 11 12 2 24
CENlRAL Boston 9 10 4 22
Pittsburgh 8 4 0 def. Houston Hartford 9 13 2 20
Cinncinati 5 7 - 0 lost to Green Bay Ottawa 6 17 1 13
Houston 5 7 0 lost to Pittsburgh
Cleveland - 4 8 0 lost to San Fran ATI.ANTICPIVI510N
jacksonville 3 9 0 lost to Denver
- Florida 18 7 1 37
'6'ESI Philadelphia 16 6 4 36
Kansas City 10 2 0 del. Oakland N.Y. Rangers 16 8 3 35
Oakland 8 4 0 lost to KC Washington 11 12 2 24
Denver 6 6 0 def. Jacksonville Tampa Bay 9 11 5 23
San Diego 5 7 0 del. Cleveland N.Y.Islanders 6 15 3 15
Seattle 5 7 0 del. Philadelphia
National Conference Western Conference
EAST
. :rEAM Y'{ L I Sunday's Resylts CENTRAL PMSION
Dallas 10 2 0 lost to Skins
Philadelphia 8 4 0 lost to Seattle
N.Y.Giants 4 9 0 :rEAM Y'{ L I f2inls
Arizona 4 9 0 Detroit . 16 6 2 34
Washington 3 9 0 del. Dallas Chicago 11 9 6 28Winnepeg 12 10 3 27
CENTRAL "Toronto 11 9 ·5 27 J
Green Bay 8' 4 0 def Cinncinati St. Louis 11 12 3 25
Chicago 7 5 0
Dallas 8 7 6 22
Tampa Bay 6 6 0 lost to Minnesota AU ANTIC PMSION
Minnesota 6 6 0 del. Tampa 8ay
Detroit 6 6 0 Colorado 15 6 4 34
'6'ESI
Los Angeles 11 10 6 28
San Fransisco 8 4 0 - del. Cleveland
Anaheim 11 14 2 24
Atlanta 7 5 0 lost to Miami
Vancouver 7 11 7 21
St. Louis 6 6 0 del. jets
Edmonton 7 14 5 19
Carolina 5 7 0 del. Indianapolis
Calgary 5 15 5 15
New Orteans 5 7 0 del. Patriots
San jose 4 18 4 12
AP Top 20 College Football
1) Nebraska
2) Florida
3) Northwestern
4) (tie) Ohio State
4) (tie) Tennesee
5) Notre Dame
6) Colorado
7) Florida State
8) Texas
9) Kansas State
10) Kansas
11) Oregon
12) Virginia Tech.
13) Michigan
14) Penn State
15) Auburn
16) So. California
17) Virginia
18) Texas A&M
19)Washington
ll-o
12-0
10-1
11-1
10-1
9·2
9-2
9-2
10-1-1
9-2
9-2
9-2
9-2
9-3
8-3
8-3
8-2-1
8-4
8-3
7-3-1
NBA Basketball Action
Sunday, December 3
New York 107, Washington 83
Miami 112, Toronto 94
Milwaukee 109, Vancouver 95
Saturday, December 2
Sacramento 109, Orlando 106
Chicago 104, LA Clippers 9B
Golden State 100, Indiana 97
Denver 109, Minnesota 105
San Antonio 101, Phoenix 93
Houston 113, Charlotte 98
Washington 135, Boston 107
New York 94, Cleveland 78
Detroit 104, Atlanta 96
·Conn sports not appearing this week will ...
be present in next week's issue."
The Deuce creates their own Top Ten
to get all your shots in belore he leaves.
We will all miss him. Did you know that
Dave is only 1/2 a zygote? Once Dave
got so mad about losing a 5ega hockey
game to Ben "I do DAMAGE" Tripp he
lost control 01his bowels and proceeded
to put everybody in the room on his
infamous Shit list.
Without further ado here's the Top
Ten:
10) Georgia Tech - Just a thought: do
you think freshman sensa tion, Stephon
Marbury sees any runwith the womyn?
9) Michigan - As far as Darren's con-
cerned "they rule." Unfortunately they
suck.
8) Wake Forest • T1IIl Duncan, T1IIl
Duncan, T1IIl Duncan ... think he sees any
action with the womyn?
7) UConn - This is a year when we
respond, "Yes I do go to UCl'nn, Ray
Allen is in my Psych 101class, I just took
.a test lor him."
6) UCLA -Darren thinks they suck like
a collection of high-powered Hoovers.
however, they did win it all last year, so
they're gettin' run.
BY JEFF GASS
AND
DARREN BRODIE
The College Voice
This is not Dave and AI's column. Any
similarities can be attributed solely to the
fact that they stole our jokes all semester.
For all you Dave and AI lans attributed.
means, according to Webster's (not
Emmanuel Lewis) dictionary; belonging
to a certain person or thing. Actually our
inSiders informed us that Greg "We
weren't afraid to get liquored at your
house this summer" Poole wrote the
whole article.
The Voice asked me 0;'11) to write an
entertaining college basketball article but
smce I'm so damn funny I had to accept
ahandicap. That's where Darren fits into
the picture.
Before we reveal our heavily antici-
pated Top Ten, Darren wants to tell the
College community (all fifty of you) that
Dave Kettner is graduatinginDecember.
As many of you know he is one 01 the
community's favorite targets, so be sure
5) Georgetown -Bowling alley brawl +
jail time =Best player in the nation. Think
he gets any chycks? .
4) Villanova - Jell thinks that they are
about as good as the Tri Bean Simmer at
Harris, but Kerry Kittles is not afraid to
do damage. Thanks for asking.
3) Kentucky - Except lor Eliza Alsop
(Freeman 3rd floor) the Wildcat cheer-
leaders are the best looking girls in the
country. Darren, to no avail, spent hours
looking lor them in Chad Worthington's
tremendous pornography collection.
Don't worry, he didn't leave empty-
handed.
2) UMass - We each got blood flow
watching the Minutemen topple Ken-
tucky. Jell was at the bar when he saw it.·
While he wasn'tfllrtlng with a cute blonde
freshman, he was witness to Marcus
Camby dropping a deuce on the entire
Wildcat lrontcourt. .
1)Kansas- I swear, Darren just said, "Is
Kansas inthe South?" He'snotthat bright,
work with us.
That's our Top Ten, next week we'll
reveal our All-American team.
At this time we'd like to salute Brendan
Hinchey. He's the only senior on the
Conn basketball team to be on the roster
lor lour years. I remember the time we
were down at Ocean beach and this girl...
well any way Hinchey pulls several
kitchen appliances out 01 his car and ...
lets just say he's not alraid to party. God
bless him and that academically ineli-
gible Chris Quercia (Cosmo).
Belore we end this thing we would like
to throw a couple 01 things out there for
thecampustodiscuss.FreshmanCarollne
"Gump" Davis was lound in a g1azy-
eyed state in the library asking, "Why are
there so many books in here?" Maybe
U.S. News and World Report should come
back and have another look at #25.
Freeman 2nd floor, lriend or loe?
Inconclusion of this brilliant premiere,
Free Chad Worthington. The penguin
made him do it. If you haven't seen Billy
Mildison ·you don't get the joke, and
Darren thinks you suck. Oh by the way,
Sergeant Strickland, in the immortal
words 01 Frankie Goes to Hollwood,
"RELAX." Ranj on
Pall" 16
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Dave and AI's Totally
Biased Football Column
BYDAVE KErrNER & ALEx KATZ
Th, Colleg' Voice
AI has been edgy all week.
Quitting smoking sucks almost
as bad as psych 101, but at least
his science requirement is being
filled. We must apologize for
our absence last week. Dave
had salmonella, and Al was on a
mission of mercy in war-tom
Bosnia.
Thanksgiving ruled. Speak-
ing about weeks that ruled,
freshman orientation was pretty
cool, the week with the bananas
and the gimp ruled, and add-
drop '94 was an exciting time at
Conn College. Enough about
cool weeks, on a sober note, Da ve
and AI's Totally Biased Football
Column will be passing the jour-
nalistic torch on to two more
able sons of Israel. Jeff Gass and
Darren Brodie will be writing-a
column on NCAA basketball
that promises to be as wide in
scope and at least as sports-ori-
ented as ours is. They are two
scintillating writers, and both
make a mean tuna sandwich.
This may be attributed to the
food in Freeman, which sucks
almost as much as psych 101,
but at least Al is fulfilling his
science requirement. Now that
Darren has left the room, we can
give him the lambasting he de-
serves. Al is an English major,
and has no idea what that word
means, so don't feel bad, just
feel stupid. Here are some guide-
lines to a more enjoyable read-
ing of their work:
1. BYOSH(Bring your own
sense of humor.)
2. Don'llell Jeff he's funny. It
will go right to his head, and he
won't be able. to wear that cute
lillie Elmo hat anymore.
3. Don't bother telling Darren
anything between8pm Wednes-
day to midnight Sunday, he and
blackouts are like peanut buller
and jelly, love and marriage,
horse and carriage, Bert and
Ernie, Dave and the Jets, AI and
the Pats, Greg and himself, and
things that suck and psych 101.
4. Give them a chance, be-
cause not much else in the Voice
is worth your time.
5. Whatever I said, whatever
I did, I didn't mean it, I want you
~.
back for good, Want you back,
want you back ... Oops, we got
a little sidetracked. Whatever
you do, don't even think about
comparing them to us. We're
smarter, we're funnier, more pi-
ous, better looking, better
dressed, more athletic, more
popular(with women and oth-
erwise), and in general, cooler.
6. Disregard the last five
guidelines (but not all of num-
ber five. Wedowantyouback.).
These guys are real funny, and
you'll love their article, which
debuts this week.
It's called The Deuce. If you
have already read it, we would
like to know where your
god damn loyalty is. We have
been here through many a hang-
over, and frankly, we are se-
verely disappointed that you
abandoned us. You must be
gelling an A in psych 101.
FOOTBALL? Ha ha ha ha hal
As if!
This week's picks: Tim
Damon, the man who can't de-
cide whether or. not he wants
run, surprisingly can't decide on
a pick. On a recent evening,
Caroline Davis, our favorite
Southern Belle, wandered into
the library, looked around, and
in the tr.adition of Socrates,
Aristotle, Hegel, and Nietsche,
asked the most thought provok-
ing question of the year to date.
You're-dying to know, huh?
Hold on to the toilet seat, she
queried "What are all these
books for?". We are wondering
the same thing.
Congratulations to Brian Sena
forcorrectlyidentifyingD25. He
wins the admiration of his peers,
and eats way too much Chinese
food.
Chad Worthington, public
enemy number one, picks the
Seahawks, as he will soon be
attending their home games in a
luxury box in Aleatraz. We im-
plore you all to support his.bid
for freedom.
He's at least as innocent as
O.J. Next week, the Grand Fi-
nale, the Year in Review. In the
timeless words of Eric Clapton
and Adam Hunt, "I'm wasted
and I can't find my way home",
Not everyone is going to draw
you a map.
Women's hockey begins their way to varsity status.
Women's Hockeyproves its strength
in preparation for varsity status
Cross 9-2, having previously incredible leadership skills that
beaten them 5-3 in an earlier are necessary to inspire a team
game. eager to make the transition from
Itwas a very remarkable game club to varsity. "It's very en-
as every player had the oppor- couraging. We're really coming
tunity to get off the bench. In together as a team:' said Doyle.
fact, according to Jessie The team is especially deter-
Vogelson, who expresses the mined and self-motivated, hav-
sen tim tents of the team players, ing begun their diyland train-
it seems that this year "not one jng approximately a month be-
player is a liability." fore the ice went down, They
~aturday they lost against have attracted several strong
Wesleyan 2-6 but their efforts members who played for their
were nevertheless impressive, high school teams in addition to
holding the other team off dur- other athletic "converts" (mainly
ing the first thirteen minutes of field hockey players) .
the game. Unfortunately, Coach Tom Queno is ex-
Wesleyan was extremely quick tremely proud of his team,
and proceeded to score three whom he describes as a group of
goals in the last five minutes of "committed young adults." The
the period. team also appreciates his dedi-
Wesleyan is a tough team and cation because this is the first
has been varsity for the lastfour year it has had a coach from
years. "I'm thrilled with the outside the school. Last year
team's efforts. In fact, Wesleyan Queno brought his high school
was one of the better efforts of team to the State Champion-
the program:' said Coach Tom ships. Queno is assisted by
Queno. coaches Hella Bockman, Jordan
Conn's team is powerful both Rochin, and Kevin
offensively and defensively. Cunningham.
Twomembersinparticular-cap- So far, Conn's record is 4-2.
tainSakina Kingand Sarah West- They play almost every team
are playing extremely well, both twice and they hope this advan-
having scored this week from tage will spur future success.
their defensive positions. Their next game is Wednesday
This year captains King and against Williams and will be the
Holly Doyle are providing the last game of the semester.
BY ROBYN MANCUSO .
Sports Editor
The women's ice hockey team
is playing admirably in its last
season as a club varsity sport.
This year Conn is faced with an
extremely challenging schedule,
playing mostly varsity teams
with impressive records, such
as UVM, Williams, and
Augsburg. Their demanding
schedule shows that they are an
exceptional club team and it is
already obvious that they will
.be very well prepared next year
when they turn varsity.
Inaddition to the intense prac-
tice schedule, including Sunday
nights and three early morning
practices each week, the team is
expected to play several away
games at night during the
middle of the week- a very try-
ing agenda for a club sport. This
week alone they played three
games in four days: Wednesday
at Boston University, Friday at
home against Holy Cross, and
Saturday night away against
Wesleyan.
Tensions were high Wednes-
day as Conn played an excellent
game against BU, and despite
some controversial calls by the
referees, Conn lashed them 9-4.
OnFrida the whi ed Hol
This week in sports:
Tuesday;
oMen's and Women's Basket-
ball vs. Salve Regina
Wednesday
eMen's Ice Hockey at Holy
Cross
Thursday
oMen's Squash at Amherst
Saturday
• Men's and Women's Basket-
ball at Williams
• Men's and Women's Indoor
Track and Field at Wesleyan
oMen's Hockey vs. Tufts
Athletes of the Week
This week's athlete of the week is awarded to freshman swim team member, Mariko Wilcox, who broke the school record in the 100 1M
and. qualified for the nationals for the B-cut in the 100 yard fly. Her score was 1:04.02 for the 100 1M and 1:00.12 for the 100 yard fly.
